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Maintaining network and data security is one of the many
challenges that businesses face on a daily basis. Networks
and information are at constant risk of attack from external,
and potentially internal, threats. Printers and multifunction
devices receive and output intellectual property and
sensitive information every day. Are you safeguarding
your print environment?
Manage the security of your Xerox® print devices.
The Xerox® Print Security Audit Service, for our Enterprise Print Services customers, helps
secure printers and multifunction devices across your enterprise. We configure device
settings against your security standards baseline and provide ongoing reporting to show
compliance or highlight gaps that can then be addressed, giving you peace of mind.

It all starts with creating a security baseline.
Our Service Delivery Professionals work with you to review your security standards baseline
to configure and drive consistent and uniform device behavior across your Xerox® Managed
Print Services (MPS) environment.
• A configuration set is created and matched against your security standards and deployed
to a single device, group of devices or your entire MPS fleet through Xerox® Device Manager.
• Reports are automatically generated to assess the device’s compliance to your
security baseline showcasing proof of compliance and/or calls to action for remediation,
if necessary.

Secure your print devices,
conveniently and confidently.
Managing Device Security Features

• User Data Encryption

Ongoing Compliance and Reporting

Xerox® Managed Print Services offers you
peace of mind with device security features
to meet your compliance such as:

• Hard Disk Drive Administration
–Immediate job overwrite
–Scheduled image overwrite

• Access and Control
–Enabling or disabling protocols
–Enabling and disabling password resets
–Allowing or prohibiting USB port scan to
and print from activities
–Enabling or disabling scan services on
multifunction printers (MFPs)

• Firmware Support
–Enable/disable firmware updates
–Scheduled firmware upgrades

With the Xerox® Print Security Audit Service,
we help protect your managed print services
fleet from ongoing threats of security breaches
through continuously monitoring and reporting
activities that can be completed via scheduled
time frames or invoked upon demand to meet
your needs.
Filters can be applied to the reports to
highlight compliance and/or noncompliance
to select devices or the entire fleet.

Xerox® Print Security Audit Service
How It Works

We meet and review
with you the security
baseline standards
you have established.

Your security
baseline standards
are uploaded to
our managed print
services tool, Xerox®
Device Manager.

Xerox® Device
Manager takes this
baseline standard
and updates the fleet
of devices to your
preferred settings.

Xerox® Device
Manager inspects
the devices and
retrieves data to
see if they are in
compliance with the
baseline standard.

To learn more about Xerox® Managed Print Services visit, xerox.com/mps
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Reports can be run to
identify noncompliant
devices. Action can
then be taken to bring
the fleet to the security
baseline standard.

